
PRICING STRATEGY AND POLICIES OF SONY VAIO

Sony's pricing strategies is perhaps the best example of a combination of differentiation and low cost strategies. For
their laptop series Sony tried to price each.

Sony is one of the leading manufacturers of electronics, video, communications, video game consoles and
information technology products for the consumer and professional markets. Lenovo notebooks and business
machines are available with Linux preinstalled. The partnership with FIFA is one of them too. People in
Malaysia really like the product which means that it will not be difficult to sell this product here. Its powerful
Intel core 2 duo processor P 2. A Sony spokesperson responded that the ad does not have a racist message,
saying that it was only trying to depict the contrast between the black PSP model and the new ceramic white
PSP. It has separate Facebook pages for its different products and its Play-Station page has particularly very
high number of followers. Apart from that Sony has targeted its market mainly to urban customers as they are
the only customers who can afford such expensive products. A review of marketing mix: Consumer attitude
metrics for guiding marketing mix decisions. Even though the prices imposed by Sony seems to be fair with
consideration of the quality of the products and services offered , the only problem is that, Sony has priced its
products too expensively for lower class customer so as to afford their products. Apart from millions of
followers and several popular Facebook and Twitter pages, there is much more that SONY is doing through
social media. As we have mentioned above, in case of place distribution in the UAE, Sony has a policy in line
with UAE government regulations wherein their promotions conform to strict local laws and culture. Sony
Vaio has made its first yearly benefit in May for more than 5 years because of the progressions they made,
which make the development and innovation of Vaio device very slow and unnoticed. Fortunately, Sony will
reintroduce its product to the market and it will start by targeting Asia, especially Malaysia. Promotion
Promotion is the way that the company let the consumers know about what the product is and what the
company currently offering. Whether on Television or other marketing channels, SONY ads have a definitely
beautiful angle which is distinct from others. A solely owned and maintained service centre would indeed add
to customer satisfaction and to a large extent remedy the problems the customers face after buying Sony
products from these distributors. LePhones price is only equal half of the iPhones, even when Apple just cut
the prices of iPhone handsets in the Chinese market. By doing so, Sony has taken the edge away from its sharp
promotional activities but then, so have all its competitors. Product ii. While digital marketing is at the centre
of this strategy, the brand has also used the other channels for successful marketing and promotion of its brand
and products. Malaysia is one the countries that much sells the vaio laptop. Digital Photo Printer v. Sony
Malaysia,  Audio: Sony makes high quality audio equipment including headphones, MP3 players, wireless
speakers and high resolution audio. The capacities to multi-undertaking by portable workstations nowadays
are profoundly respected not just by individuals who are working. Sony organizations are known for making
items that enhance individuals' lives. Xplod in Car Visual iii. Video Storage media G. The price-adjustment
strategies that Sony Company using are: Discount and allowance pricing There are promotional allowances
like giving discount to the Sony dealers for participating in advertising and sales-support programs. Cybershot
Digital Camera iii. At the bottom, the copy read as "Ten Years of Passion". W , who are forever a model of
kindness and knowledge for humanity, the most prefect among all and among ever born on the surface of
earth. Manufacturing base â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦.. Let the customers know the features of the product. Promotion
Promotion is when the company let the customers know about what the product is and what are the current
offers they have.


